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Abstract. The article is consider problem of current corruption and how to deal with it is discussed. At the same 
time, modern peculiarities of the legal awareness of anti-corruption law are analyzed and studied. The author of the 
article also pays special attention to the development of legal awareness. The results and conclusions reached by the 
author can be used to ensure the state policy, increase the legal awareness of the society, and encourage the legal 
education of the society. Corruption in all its manifestations represents a serious threat to the national security of 
any state, has a destabilizing effect on all areas of society and the individual. The key to successfully countering its 
manifestations is not only the effective operation of state institutions in this area, but also a clear understanding by every 
citizen of corruption as an absolutely unacceptable social phenomenon.

Corruption is a large-scale problem of our time. No state, regardless of its socio-economic and political structure, 
has absolute immunity to corruption. Today we are talking about the fight against corruption, its development and 
structure, the world outlook of citizens, and the whole economy.

The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Leader of the Nation Nazarbayev N.A. underlines in his annual 
Address to the people of Kazakhstan the importance of anti-corruption. Anti-corruption has become one of the priority 
directions of Kazakhstan’s legal reform. At this point, corruption issues are frequently heard in the media and public 
speeches. Different ways and methods of combating corruption are being developed.
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Жұ мыстa қaзір гі кез де гі сыбaйлaс жем қор лық тың туын дaу мә се ле ле рі жә не оны мен кү ре су жолдaры мен 
мaзмұн дық тұстaры aшы лып, қaрaсты рылaды. Со ны мен қaтaр қaзір гі сыбaйлaс жем қор лыққa қaрсы құ қық тық 
сaнaның ерек ше лік те рі тaлдaнып, жaн жaқты зерт те лі не ді. Сондaй aқ мaқaлaның aвто ры құ қық тық сaнaның 
aрықaрaй дaмуынa aсa нaзaр бө ле ді. Ав тор дың қол жет кіз ген нә ти же ле рі мен қо ры тын дылaрын мем ле кет тік 
сaясaттың қaмтaмaсыз етілуіне, қоғaмның құ қық тық сaнaсын aрт ты руғa, қоғaмның құ қық тық тәр бие сін кө тер-
ме леуге ісін де қолдaнуғa болaды.

Бaрлық кө рі ніс те рін де гі сыбaйлaстық кез-кел ген мем ле кет тің ұлт тық қa уіп сіз ді гі не елеу лі қaтер бо лып 
тaбылaды, қоғaмның жә не же ке тұлғaның бaрлық сaлaлaрынa тұрaқсыздaнды ру шы әсер ете ді. Өз кө рі ніс те рі не 
сәт ті қaрсы тұ ру дың кіл ті тек осы сaлaдaғы мем ле кет тік ме ке ме лер дің тиім ді жұ мы сы ғaнa емес, сондaй-aқ әр-
бір aзaмaттың мүл дем қолaйсыз әлеу мет тік құ бы лыс ре тін де aйқын тү сі нуі бо лып тaбылaды.

Сыбaйлaс жем қор лық біз дің уaқы ты мыз дың aуқым ды мә се ле сі бо лып тaбылaды. Бір де-бір мем ле кет, 
оның әлеу мет тік-эко но микaлық жә не сaяси құ ры лы мынa қaрaмaстaн, сыбaйлaс жем қор лыққa мүл дем им му-
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ни тет бер мейді. Бү гін де біз сыбaйлaс жем қор лыққa қaрсы кү рес, оның дaмуы мен құ ры лы мы, aзaмaттaрдың 
дү ниетaным дық көзқaрaсы жә не тұтaстaй aлғaндa эко но микa турaлы aйт ып отыр мыз.

Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы ның Пре зи ден ті, Елбaсы Н.Ә.Нaзaрбaев жыл сa йын ғы Қaзaқстaн хaлқынa Жолдa-
уын дa жем қор лыққa қaрсы мaңыз ды лы ғын aтaп өт ті. Сыбaйлaс жем қор лыққa қaрсы іс-қи мыл Қaзaқстaндaғы 
құ қық тық ре формaлaрдың бaсым бaғыттaры ның бі рі бол ды. Бұл кез де бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaрындa жә не 
қоғaмдық тыңдaулaрдa сыбaйлaс жем қор лық мә се ле ле рі жиі ес ті ле ді. Сыбaйлaс жем қор лыққa қaрсы кү рес дің 
әр түр лі тә сіл де рі мен әдіс те рі әзір ле ну де.

Түйінсөздер:құ қық, құ қық тық тaным, құ қық тық сaнa, құ қық тық ни ги лизм, мем ле кет, мем ле кет тің функ-
циясы, сыбaйлaс жем қор лық.

Проблемыформированияантикоррупционногоправосознания
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2кaндидaт юри ди чес ких нaук, до цент кaфед ры теории и ис то рии го судaрс твa и прaвa,  
конс ти ту ци он но го и aдми ни стрaтив но го прaвa юри ди чес ко го фaкуль тетa, Кaзахский национальный университет
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Аннотaция. В рaбо те рaссмaтривaют ся со держaтель ные сто ро ны aнти кор руп ци он но го прaво сознa ния. 
Тaкже в рaбо те всес то рон не исс ле дуют ся при родa воз ник но ве ния кор руп ци он ных прaвонaру ше ний, и пу ти 
их устрaне ния. В рaбо те тaкже осо бое внимa ние уде ляет ся нa дaль ней шее рaзви тие прaво сознa ние об ще ствa. 
Ос нов ные вы во ды и по ло же ния aвторa мо гут быть ис поль зовaны в обес пе че нии по ли ти ки го судaрс твa, в по вы-
ше нии прaво сознa ния и прaво во го вос питa ния кaзaхстaнс ко го об ще ствa.

Кор руп ция во всех ее прояв ле ниях предстaвляет со бой серь ез ную уг ро зу нaционaль ной бе зопaснос ти лю-
бо го го судaрс твa, окaзывaет дестaби ли зи рующее воз дейст вие нa все сфе ры жиз ни об ще ствa и от дель ных лю-
дей. Клю чом к ус пеш но му про ти во дей ст вию его прояв ле ниям яв ляет ся не толь ко эф фек тив ное функ цио ни ровa-
ние го судaрст вен ных инс ти ту тов в этой облaсти, но и чет кое по нимa ние кaждым грaждa ни ном кор руп ции кaк 
aбсо лют но неп рием ле мо го со циaльно го яв ле ния.

Кор руп ция – это мaсштaбнaя проб лемa нaше го вре ме ни. ни од но го судaрс тво, незaви си мо от его со циaльно-
эко но ми чес кой и по ли ти чес кой ст рук ту ры, не облaдaет aбсо лют ным им му ни те том к кор руп ции. Се год ня мы 
го во рим о борь бе с кор руп цией, ее рaзви тии и ст рук ту ре, ми ро во зз ре нии грaждaн и всей эко но ми ки.

Пре зи дент Рес пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн, Ли дер Нaции Нaзaрбaев Н.А. в своем еже год ном Послa нии нaро ду 
Кaзaхстaнa под чер кивaет вaжнос ть борь бы с кор руп цией. Борь бa с кор руп цией стaлa од ним из приори тет ных 
нaпрaвле ний прaво вой ре фор мы Кaзaхстaнa. В этот мо мент проб ле мы кор руп ции чaсто звучaт в СМИ и пуб лич-
ных выс туп ле ниях. Рaзрaбaтывaют ся рaзные спо со бы и ме то ды борь бы с кор руп цией.

Ключевыесловa: прaво, прaво по нимa ние, прaво вое сознa ние, прaво вой ни ги лизм, го судaрс тво, дея тель-
ность го судaрс твa, кор руп ция.

Introduction. Corruption in all spheres of 
society, in particular economy, social sphere, 
politics, etc. adverse effects. The negative effects of 
this phenomenon are so serious that it will not only 
hurt the development of society but also seriously 
affect the national security of the country.

According to economists, corruption is 
determined based on the premise that it is rational 
a type of behavior aimed at finding the best way 
interests in the context of limited resources. In 
sociology, corruption is understood as a dysfunctional 
phenomenon, the pathology of society, generates ugly 
forms of relationships between people. Sociological 
approach defines this socio-economic phenomenon 
as informal system of regulation of public processes 
existing in parallel with the official mechanism of 
such regulation and generated ineffective activity of 
public authorities.

In political science corruption is considered 
as one of the phenomena of the political sphere, 
deforming the political organization of society. Here 
is a study of corruption mainly associated with the 
question of the possession of power or a way to fight 
for it.

Corruption in such a context is understood 
as behavior that expresses in the illegitimate use 
by officials of their position for the purpose of 
occupying and retaining power in society. These 
corruption relations themselves, according to 
political scientists, especially clearly manifested 
during the election.

Formal legal model of corruption, ignoring 
economic, political and sociological characteristics 
of corruption, based on the recognition that 
corruption- it is a system of unlawful actions of 
power subjects related to the violation, first of all, 
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special legal norms defining the activities of state 
bodies and officials. Within the framework of this 
paradigm, only the act that is in the sphere of legal 
regulation and may be qualified as an official crime 
or offense.

A cultural-logical approach to the definition of the 
essence of corruption offers three interpretations this 
phenomenon. According to the first interpretation, 
corruption is peculiar culture (business or 
organizational) and should be analyzed in terms 
of reproduced within the business community 
or organization of symbols, myths, customs, ten 
representations and basic values. According to 
the second cultural interpretation, corruption is a 
temporary condition, dysfunction in a culture that 
becomes possible in a situation of anomie, negative 
attitudes or indifference of a significant part of 
communities to social norms generated by the conflict 
between elements of the system values. For example, 
anomia occurs when symbols are exalted in society 
success (for example, material), supposedly common 
to the entire population as a whole, while how do 
the current rules and regulations limit or completely 
eliminate access to legal means of achieving these 
values for a significant part of the population. Third 
interpretation within the framework of the cultural 
approach considers corruption not as temporary, 
painful condition, but as a phenomenon, constantly 
reproducible cultural a tradition that relies on 
permanent, stable features. (Hegel, 1990)

Some academic psychologists see corrupt 
behavior as dependence, which develops in four steps. 
The first stage has character one-time remuneration, 
and at the second stage there is dependence (a 
corrupt official is waiting for this event, anticipating 
a moment of corrupt behavior).

The symptom of the third stage of corruption as an 
addiction is the appearance of depressive signs with 
a shift of priority exclusively to corrupt behavior, 
which turns into a certain dope, allowing you to 
experience a feeling of comfort, have place resistant 
frequency, activity in the search for opportunities for 
corruption behavior and the development of effective 
corruption schemes. Last fourth stage occurs when a 
person constantly exists in the stream of corruption 
income, divorced from reality, losing the feeling of 
empathy and even the ability to rejoice what gets as 
a result of corrupt acts.

Literature review. The motives for choosing 
a degree in journalism have been shaped by the 
mentality of the Kazakh nation for several centuries, 
including a close association with Russia. It is 
important to examine the motivations for those 
students who seek to be journalists in this new 

media environment, and today’s media environment 
was shaped by Kazakhstan’s past. There were 
three periods that formed the foundation for the 
journalism profession in Kazakhstan. The first 
period occurred in the late 1800s and early 1900s 
with the founding of first the newspapers in Kazakh 
and Russian languages. The second period is from 
1917 to 1991 when Kazakhstan was influenced by 
the Soviet Union. The third period occurs from 1991 
to the present once Kazakhstan became independent. 

Corruption in the global economy: infringes 
the mechanisms of market competition, leads to the 
inefficient distribution of state budget funds, unfair 
distribution of income, promotes rise in prices for 
goods, creates an organized criminal group and 
creates shadow economy. All of this impedes the 
taxation of the state budget and the implementation 
of the economic activity of the state.

Corruption in the social sphere: It promotes 
unfair distribution of living things that in turn leads 
to property inequalities, restricts the right of the 
state, which regulates the existence of the state and 
society, and in the consciousness of the society, the 
views and feelings about the vulnerability of citizens 
to power and criminality are formed. (Vengerov, 
2000)

Corruption offenses include bribery, stealing 
in their favor, misuse of authority, and crimes can 
be attributed. At present, countering corruption, 
including bribery, is a challenge. The relative 
vulnerability of the majority of the population to 
corruption and the tolerance to society have limited 
opportunities to prevent and combat this crime. For 
many entrepreneurs, citizens, and other employees, 
unlawful remuneration for official acts has become a 
usual and normal phenomenon.

At present, there are two main areas for fighting 
corruption:

Firstly, the fight against the external appearance 
of corruption is a direct counteraction to the subjects 
of corruption, by means of direct influence on the 
corrupt actors, in order to stop their illicit activities, 
including legal action, including legal coercion.

It should be borne in mind that corruption is 
a serious phenomenon, and it is important that the 
crime is not disclosed. Corruption is often attributed 
to offenses, which often show the truth and are not 
interested in punishing the perpetrator. Therefore, 
there are no opportunities to show corruption 
elements. It is important to stress that this is a must 
and should be done to combat corruption offenses. 
It is important not only to combat corruption, but 
also to prevent and eliminate corruption. (Program, 
2014)
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The law has established the legal basis of state 
policy in the fight against corruption, it is aimed at 
protecting the rights and freedoms of citizens and public 
interests from threats arising from corruption, ensuring 
effective activity of state bodies, other organizations, 
government officials and persons equivalent to them 
by warning, identify, suppress offenses that create 
the conditions for corruption and corruption offenses, 
eliminate their consequences. However, first of all this 
document is aimed at the prevention and prevention of 
corruption. (Decree, 2006)

The key measure in the formation of intolerance 
to corruption among the younger generation is: 
anti-corruption education, obtaining knowledge in 
the field of anti-corruption, as well as the practice 
of application of normative legal acts on countering 
corruption; anti-corruption outlook – a stable belief 
system, value orientations, rejection of corruption, 
which determine student behavior; anti-corruption 
behavior – actions, actions of a person, motivated 
by rejection and denial of corruption; prevention of 
corruption – neutralization of factors of a corruption 
situation with the help of pedagogical methods and 
their elimination; as well as information, counseling, 
advertising.

Material and Methods. One of the most 
important areas of anti-corruption policy is the 
change in public consciousness under the influence 
of anti-corruption propaganda, the formation of anti-
corruption behavior and a negative attitude towards 
manifestations of corruption. An atmosphere of 
intolerance towards corruption must be created 
in society, and this must be fostered. The most 
important role in this is given to the mass media.

The media is one of the tools for anti-corruption 
propaganda. Only in cooperation with the media can 
we form a full-fledged anti-corruption policy, the 
conditions for its implementation.

The media themselves in the field of anti-
corruption activities may, in particular, the following:

– create a database of publications on corruption;
– to educate citizens about corruption and ways 

of life without corruption, to organize peculiar 
actions of refusal from bribes;

– search for and describe the experience of 
countering corruption in other localities and regions 
of our country;

– to educate citizens, businessmen and officials 
about the methods used to successfully counter 
corruption in other countries;

– all its activities contribute to the expansion of 
openness of government and business to society.

The most important components of anti-
corruption activities, as well as anti-corruption 

advertising, is to determine their main goals and 
objectives. The goals of anti-corruption advertising, 
depending on the information placed in it, are anti-
corruption information and the formation of anti-
corruption behavior. Anti-corruption information 
occurs in two forms:

– informing the public about anti-corruption 
measures in public authorities;

– informing the population about the ways to 
protect their rights and legitimate interests from 
corrupt officials in law enforcement and judicial 
bodies (their location, mechanisms for applying to 
them, etc.).

Formation of anti-corruption behavior of the 
population, including government (municipal) 
employees is carried out by informational influence 
in order to reject corruption behavior (formation of 
passive anti-corruption behavior) or by helping law 
enforcement agencies to fight corruption (formation 
of active anti-corruption behavior). Achieving these 
goals of anti-corruption advertising can help address 
the main goal of anti-corruption policy – reducing 
corruption in society and increasing the effectiveness 
of anti-corruption. (Law, 2015)

At the same time, to achieve the main goals 
of anti-corruption advertising, it is necessary 
to gradually solve a number of interrelated and 
interdependent tasks, namely:

a) to draw public attention to the problem of 
corruption;

b) change the attitude of the population towards 
it unambiguously to the negative;

c) show possible ways to reduce the level of 
corruption in the republic;

d) change the behavior patterns of residents 
when confronted with facts of corruption;

e) to create new behavioral values – the rejection 
of corruption as a means of solving personal, 
group or corporate interests. At the same time, it is 
necessary to agree with domestic experts that any 
social advertising, including anti-corruption, solves 
only one specific task facing it.

The specificity of anti-corruption advertising 
forms specific and its main functions. These 
functions largely coincide with the functions of 
social advertising, and reflect the specificity of the 
advertised object. Such functions of anti-corruption 
advertising are:

1. Informational. The information function is 
to inform the public about measures to counter 
corruption, designating the interests of the state and 
society.

2. Educational. The educational function of anti-
corruption advertising involves the formation and 
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adjustment of public consciousness, psychological 
attitudes and behavioral models of the population 
(the formation of anti-corruption consciousness, anti-
corruption outlook and anti-corruption behavior).

3. Educational. The educational function of anti-
corruption advertising is aimed at disseminating 
anti-corruption values, educating the public on anti-
corruption issues.

4. Economic. The economic function of anti-
corruption advertising is that in the future, the 
advertiser may not so much make a profit as to reduce 
the economic costs associated with corruption.

Anti-corruption education is a purposeful 
process of training and education in the interests 
of the individual, society and the state, based on 
general educational programs developed within 
the framework of state educational standards 
and implemented in educational institutions for 
solving the problems of shaping an anti-corruption 
worldview, increasing level of legal consciousness 
and legal culture of students.

Within the framework of the Anti-Corruption 
Strategy, the education system is also an important 
component. The issue of anti-corruption education 
and enlightenment of pupils in an educational 
institution is rather complicated and requires targeted 
efforts by specialists and the public in general to 
solve.

In the content of school education and, in particular, 
in the educational field “Public Disciplines”, great 
attention is paid to the development of the legal 
culture of the individual, which is considered as 
one of the most important conditions for solving the 
strategic political task – turning Kazakhstan into a 
modern legal state. Tomorrow the youth will have 
to occupy responsible posts in the system of state 
authorities and local self-government, public life 
and business. For pupils, it is important not only to 
gain certain knowledge, but also to form a negative 
attitude towards corruption, gaining practical social 
skills and communication skills that allow you to 
avoid corrupt practices.

Against the background of an increasing number 
of various forms of deviant behavior, corruption 
is increasingly acquiring features that threaten the 
national security of the state. At the present stage, 
human activity aimed at increasing the comfort 
of its existence is at the same time a source of the 
formation of negative behavior, striving to acquire 
benefits through illegal activities. In this regard, 
the rejection and prevention of corruption ceases 
to be the lot of only professional professionals and 
becomes a problem for every person. (Petrishin, 
2013)

Misunderstanding of the importance of 
preventing corruption leads to the fact that social 
injustice increases every year, neglect of the law 
increases, the ecological situation worsens, etc. 
Many of the negative phenomena in society are a 
consequence of corruption.

Modern society places high demands on 
the professional training of students. Under 
current conditions, the need for anti-corruption 
implementation of various types of activities, 
the individual’s understanding of the goals and 
consequences of their actions for society is relevant. 
This means that one of the most important goals 
of the educational process is the formation of 
future thinking specialists, based on the principle 
of unconditional non-acceptance of corruption 
in solving any professional and personal tasks. 
Consequently, there is a need for the formation of 
a special type of culture, taking into account the 
peculiarities of human activity in modern conditions 
of anti-corruption culture.

It is important not only to limit corruption and 
the way it acts, but also to investigate and investigate 
the nature of the problem. In order to prevent this as 
an anti-corruption effort, students should introduce 
special discipline in higher education institutions 
aimed at creating anti-corruption ideas. (Law, 2008)

It is worth noting that the Law Faculty of 
Al-Farabi Kazakh National University started 
to implement this problem in practice. A new 
discipline called “Legal basis of anti-corruption” 
was introduced to the curriculum of the current 
year or 2017-2018 by the faculty of law faculty 
of the University as a compulsory subject for all 
faculties. In this discipline students study and study 
the concepts, systems, historical and legal aspects of 
corruption, the nature of emergence, the regulatory 
framework aimed at counteracting corruption in 
the RK, ways of overcoming and preventing it. It 
is a good lesson for students. As mentioned above, 
corruption is a violation of all spheres of the society, 
so it is envisaged to study in all faculties.

New educational standards involve the formation 
of key competencies of students, such as: personal, 
informational, self-cognitive, subject-specific, and 
civil law. This program is aimed at the formation of 
anti-corruption consciousness among pupils through 
the formation of key competencies that will allow 
them to socialize adequately in modern society. 
(Matuzov, 2003)

This program focuses pupils on the ethical side 
of the problem. The problem of moral choice, which 
should be a psychological neoplasm of a modern 
school graduate, is the most difficult in teaching 
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practice. To date, legal and organizational measures 
to counter corruption are already being implemented 
in the Kazakhstan. However, according to the results 
of various studies, it is clear that corruption in the 
Kazakhstan state is becoming one of the global 
problems, with each year increasing its potential. 
Corruption as a social and legal negative phenomenon 
is a threat not only to the economic security of the 
state, but is also a national problem of all states of 
the world, since a high level of corruption in any 
state completely destroys all values and traditions, 
destroys key concepts of morality, legal foundations 
and a sense of social justice. According to Kazakhstan 
and foreign scientists, the causes of corruption 
are in the legal consciousness of the society itself, 
since legal culture based on historical development 
has long been formed in any society. In modern 
Kazakhstan, the legal consciousness of society is 
successive, especially the firmly established national 
traditions of different times are seen. Of course, this 
affects the effectiveness of the implementation of the 
anti-corruption strategy of the Kazakhstan state. In 
the current socio-economic situation in our country, 
the importance of analyzing and restructuring 
those aspects of education that significantly affect 
the professional potential of a future university 
graduate and, consequently, determine the life path, 
is growing. Today, one of the defining sides of 
education is the fundamental nature of theoretical 
and practical training of students, including a 
developed legal consciousness, which implies 
readiness for preventive anti-corruption activities. 
Education problems are closely interrelated with the 
development trends of Kazakh society, which are 
aimed at the formation of standards of anti-corruption 
behavior. These standards should include such 
requirements that could cultivate in young people 
the rejection of corruption as negative phenomena 
in society that are completely incompatible with the 
values of our state. This will be the most important 
task of Kazakhstan education, since the level of 
education of the population, its legal culture is not 
only the face of our state in the global space, but also 
a matter of national security. (Tapchanian, 1999)

Secondly, prevention of corruption is the 
formation and implementation of anti-corruption 
policy as an independent function of the state. 
The country has adopted an anti-corruption 
strategy for 2015-2025 and its provisions are being 
implemented.

To address the challenges of combating 
corruption, it is necessary to involve all Kazakhstani 
society in the fight against the dangerous 
phenomenon, to implement complex, systematic 

measures and to improve the legal framework for 
strengthening of legal responsibility.

 Recently, the level of corruption in the public 
service has grown so much that today it has become 
one of the threats to the national security of the 
country. The problem of anti-corruption is one of the 
issues of the scientific community, society and the 
state. Today, corruption is very important for political 
scientists, government officials and citizens of the 
country. In recent years, much attention has been paid 
to the problem of anti-corruption in the system of 
public services. Such a focus on the part of the state 
and the society means that corruption is a decline 
in the effectiveness of public administration. As a 
result, economic growth in the country will decline, 
people’s well-being will be weakened, the number of 
criminal cases will increase. (Kurazhenkova, 2015)

Corruption is a complex phenomenon that distorts 
the political, economic, and social foundations of 
society. Corruption is an attempt by the offenders, 
political and administrative civil servants to make 
their own benefit, which seriously damages the 
state and society. Today, anti-corruption law, anti-
corruption strategy, and various anti-corruption 
programs are in the country. At present the country 
needs to join the Association of Civilized States. 
Despite the huge work done by the state apparatus, 
civil society and the individual in the field of anti-
corruption, the number of corruption increases 
substantially. Corruption fosters the development 
of a democratic society. In recent years, corrupt 
officials in civil service in the country have become 
transnational. Corruption in public service is not 
only a result of the public and individual, but also 
as a result of public servants’ reputation. Many of 
them spend illegal profits through offshore banks 
or foreign real estate. As a result, foreign law 
enforcement officials are notified.

As noted above, it is not enough for the state 
apparatus to carry out anti-corruption measures. 
There is a question of active involvement of the state 
and civil society in the political life of the country. 
Every citizen has a great future in the country’s future. 
Every citizen should know the rules of conduct with 
civil servants and should not make them incapable 
of corruption. Implementation of innovative and 
effective public service delivery will undoubtedly 
contribute to the reduction of public expenditures, 
reducing corruption, and increasing public confidence 
in the government. The state, as the main source of 
public service, defines ways and means of improving 
the public service delivery system.

The main task of the modern state is to form a 
qualitative form of public administration. Its main 
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purpose is, of course, to protect and safeguard the 
legitimate interests and rights of citizens. As we all 
know, the efficiency of the public service delivery 
system to meet the needs of citizens is characterized 
by two factors: availability and quality of service.

It should be noted that from July to December, 
2018, the Public Reception Program “Civil Control” 
on the social order of the Agency for Civil Service 
Affairs and Anti-Corruption of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan has been launched at the Al-Farabi 
Kazakh National University. In this project, the law 
faculty of the Department of Theory and History of 
State and Law, Constitutional and Administrative 
Law of the Faculty of Law of the Al-Farabi Kazakh 
National University is doing a great job. The goal 
of the project is to provide comprehensive anti-
corruption measures, anti-corruption monitoring and 
anti-corruption culture in society.

Results and Discussion. Public reception 
performs the following functions:

1) Provides consultations on compliance with 
the requirements of the legislation of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan within the scope of public service, public 
services, anti-corruption and the Ethical Code;

2) carries out informational and organizational 
activity aimed at formation of anti-corruption 
culture, in particular, organizes informational 
work and events in mass media on a regular basis. 
(Ayupova, 1997)

These services are being actively implemented 
today by the Public Reception Project “Civil 
Control”. For example, 10th of November, 2018 Al-
Farabi Kazakh National University in the frames of 
the project “Social Analysis of Corruption Risks in 
the Control-Supervisory Sector” by the Agency of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan on Corruption under the 
Governmental Order of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
on Corruption and Corruption Proceedings.

During the event, the issues of corruption-
related and controllable functions of the state 
bodies were discussed at the meeting. In addition 
to the public reception of “Civil Control” Public 
Association “Young people Resource Center of the 
Kazakh National University named after al-Farabi” 
Keremet “ Askerov А.А. It has not been forgotten 
that it is impossible to define the anti-corruption law, 
to exploit the group, to execute the state functions, 
to direct them to the merits and to identify the 
consequences of the use of methods and methods. 
It is necessary to evaluate the prize and to evaluate 
corruptive risks.

The participants noted in their speeches found 
that risk and corruptions can be prevented from 
establishing the entire frame of mind. However, the 

installation of similar bands can always lead to risk. 
The analysis of corruptive risks is foreseen for the 
long-term debt crisis and its deterioration. In the 
twelve months of the day, some of the problems that 
existed in the field were offered and I proposed their 
decision. (Yuldybaev, 2008)

Also, the participants noted in their speeches 
wrote that corruption has the right to the 
excellence, and at one time or another, it is possible 
to distinguish between corrupt practices. For 
a definition of the corrupt state of the state, it is 
impossible to detect a social and economic order in 
the frames of the state act. Degree corrupt risk can 
be defined by definition and analysis of the internal 
and social control, and in the case of execution of 
the specific full – fledged.

By the way, a roundtable was initiated by the 
law enforcement agencies and advisory bodies on 
the implementation of the law. On the results of the 
seminar-meeting on the topic: “Results of the analysis 
of corruption risks in the control and supervision 
sphere”, conducted within the framework of the 
project Public reception “Civil control” on social 
order of the Agency for Civil Service and Anti-
Corruption of the Republic of Kazakhstan

The main topic of discussion was the problematic 
issues of the activity of control and supervisory 
bodies.

Following the seminar-meeting, proposals and 
recommendations were developed to improve the 
current legislation:

– Due to the fact that it is not possible to find 
any information about companies in the system, 
it is necessary to optimize the system and create 
integration links for the site;

– for the normal functioning of the entire system 
of control and supervisory functions, it is necessary 
to improve the current legislation, in particular, the 
verification of a small enterprise such as cafes and 
restaurants to 50 places is regulated by law, below 
50 places the sanitary epidemiological station has no 
right to inspect;

– a large number of orders from the control 
bodies are carried out in written form, in order to 
avoid the time and expense required, certain types of 
instructions must be replaced from the written one to 
the oral one;

– it is necessary to improve the legislation in the 
field of carrying out a life threat check, in particular 
if there is a need to hold accountable for the threat to 
human health. Unscheduled inspections are replaced 
for verification, it is proposed to be conducted for 
those entrepreneurs for whom violated Article 11 of 
the Business Code.
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Corruption, along with moral and moral 
destruction, hinders realization of the state policy 
and destroys it. The low quality of public service 
delivery, the social and psychological situation, the 
presence of acquaintances and royalty contribute to 
the growth of corruption.

Corruption will have a negative impact on 
the development of the economy and social 
infrastructure as well as the power and governance. 
As a result of corruption in a significant part of the 
public service sector, the scope of free mandatory 
service in education, health care and social welfare 
is reversed. (Report, 2017)

Corruption is a reason to get rid of legal liability 
for offenses committed by offenders, which in turn 
creates an escape from punishment and degrading 
authority of the state, increases public confidence in 
them, and creates the most dangerous phenomenon 
or legal negligence.

One of the functions of culture is the 
implementation of the optimal form of life in society. 
Therefore, the need for anti-corruption implementation 
of professional and social activities is updated.

Anti-corruption culture is a state of personal 
development, which is characterized by the attitude 
to the problems of ensuring a reduction in the level 
of a corrupt situation, both in personal environment 
and in society. It is also a social process aimed at 
the realization of such conditions of existence and 
activity in society, the formation and development 
of such behavioral stereotypes in which corruption 
becomes an unacceptable phenomenon. From the 
psychological and pedagogical point of view, this 
is an integral personality quality that determines 
the readiness and focus on the development of the 
need to acquire special scientific legal knowledge, 
continuous improvement of skills and abilities to 
realize the rejection of corruption, the formation of 
certain competencies. (Rafiev, 2015)

Anti-corruption culture is an integral part of the 
general culture and is of a regulatory nature, aimed 
at a specific result – the mandatory implementation 
by the individual of the norms of behavior in society, 
which, in fact, is a moral position. The lack of anti-
corruption culture leads to a decrease in the culture 
of society, a decrease in the level of individual values 
and distorts the process of professional career.

Of course, state authorities pay close attention to 
the formation of intolerance to corruption in society, 
but in educational institutions, in our opinion, this 
is spontaneous and scattered, manifested in holding 
one-time events, in various forms-lectures, meetings 
with law enforcement officials , holding meetings, 
flash mobs and contests.

Increasing corruption can lead to a socially 
dangerous object, such as bribery.

1) low level of use of information and
communication technologies in the process of 
receiving public services. While introducing the 
e-government portal, it is not unusual for the public 
to use it. Although the people know that there is an 
electronic government, most of the population can 
not use it. This, in its turn, leads to the informational 
and technological illiteracy of the population. At 
the same time, we must address the problem in 
rural areas. In many rural areas, there is no Internet 
connection or not. One aspect of this problem, on the 
other hand, rural people are often unable to use the 
computer. (Melnichuk, 2008)

2) It is necessary to improve the regulatory
framework regulating public services. One of the 
actual issues of the law enforcement service is the 
incomplete implementation of the principle of access 
to the service.

3) There is a need to use international experience
of public service. In foreign countries, various 
portals and websites operate.

It is important to identify the causes of corruption 
and to be consistent in its fight against corruption, 
and to achieve transparency, quality and prompt 
service, which will contribute to reducing corruption 
and increasing civic activism.

To carry out anti-corruption activities in the 
country:

– promotion of legal literacy and legal education
of the country;

– It is necessary to identify and investigate the
negative factors that influence the development of 
corruption;

– encourage and increase the anti-corruption
culture and legal awareness of the Kazakh society;

– It is necessary to interact with the public
authorities in the matter.

The causes of corruption should always be 
studied and should be constantly monitored, and it 
would be more effective to find ways to prevent it 
until it faces the consequences of corruption.

Confident in the authorities, corruption that 
will undermine the authority will seriously hurt the 
social, political, economic and legal policies of the 
public, hindering the interests of the community, the 
exercise of hatred. (Zatsepin, 1991)

The key to overcoming corruption is the formation 
of anti-corruption consciousness, a high legal culture 
of citizens and their legitimate behavior. Forming a 
legal culture based on knowledge and respect for the 
legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, on the 
correct understanding of its norms, conscientious 
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attitude towards the performance of official duties 
and civic duty, an anti-corruption consciousness is 
undoubtedly formed. Here the decisive role belongs 
to society and its institutions, since it is a question of 
using different means of influencing the inner world 
of a person and his actions.

Education in the field of countering corruption 
should form students’ legal awareness and civic ethics, 
instill anti-corruption standards, and competence in 
combating corruption at various levels: combating 
corruption at the first level, i.e. on the basis of the 
basic vocational education received, and at the 
second level, while mastering additional professional 
anti-corruption education programs. This education, 
as a rule, should be directed at the citizen in order 
to promote legal consciousness and behavior, as 
well as training in the recognition of corruption and 
other actions. The basis of basic anti-corruption 
education lies in the formation of civil responsibility, 
an uncompromising attitude towards corruption as 
a negative social and legal phenomenon. The main 
task of anti-corruption education is to educate in 
individuals the fundamentals of civic ethics and the 
formation of ideas about social control skills, since 
historical experience, including that of our country, 
indicates that the use of public control turned out 
to be an effective means of combating corruption 
strategy. Many citizens of our country have their own 
anti-corruption outlook, but they cannot alone or a 
small group fight against corruption manifestations, 
however they already have intolerance to its 
manifestations and cannot close their eyes to corrupt 
practices in society, which they happened to witness. 
In a professional sense, anti-corruption education 
is aimed not only at preventing, but also at actually 
countering corruption.

Thus, the purpose of this education is to form 
students’ anti-corruption outlook, a firm civic and 
moral position, as well as possession of sustainable 
knowledge, skills, skills and competence in the field 
of combating corruption. In general, in the process 
of anti-corruption education one should strive to 
overcome legal nihilism. Anti-corruption education 
is an integral part of the education process as a whole 
and involves the use of various forms of interactive 
work in the educational process, which have a 
significant impact on the formation of the student’s 
personality. (Golik, 2005)

Conclusion

Today it is possible to see the corrupted 
organizations that have deep roots today. They 
encourage citizens and organizations to interact with 

government agencies to fulfill their rules. In our 
opinion, there are a number of reasons for corruption 
in public service, including the complexity of the 
structures of the government, the lack of internal 
and external control over the functioning of the state 
power, unequivocal division of powers, duplication 
of official duties, lack of mechanisms and legal 
frameworks for the protection of interests of citizens 
involved in the work of the authorities or something 
else? (Decree, 2017)

For intensive anti-corruption activities in the 
country:

– constantly develop mechanisms for interaction
with public authorities and law enforcement agencies 
in the fight against corruption;

– adoption of laws and other administrative
measures aimed at inviting citizens to participate 
actively in anti-corruption actions;

– We believe that it is necessary to introduce
anti-corruption requirements that set out a single 
system of prohibitions, restrictions and permits that 
provide corruption prevention.

Structural analysis of the content of anti-
corruption consciousness has shown that this is a 
complex multi-purpose anti-corruption tool used 
in modern regional and municipal anti-corruption 
activities that need a relatively new semantic 
definition. Taking into account the structural analysis 
of the content of anti-corruption campaign conducted 
by us, the following definition can be proposed.

Anti-corruption campaigning is the dissemination 
by the subjects of an anti-corruption policy of anti-
corruption information in any way, in any form and 
with the use of any means against an indefinite number 
of persons, aimed at forming a stable anti-corruption 
outlook and active anti-corruption behavior in society. 
Of course, the definition of anti-corruption campaign 
presented by us is not ideal, and other approaches 
to its formation are possible. But it seems to us that 
the proposed definition has a number of obvious 
advantages over the definitions of anti-corruption 
campaigning available in legal theory. Firstly, it quite 
fully describes the circle of subjects vested with the 
authority to carry out anti-corruption campaigning. 
Secondly, it indicates the object of anti-corruption 
agitation – anti-corruption information. Thirdly, it 
defines and fixes the main goals of anti-corruption 
agitation – the formation of a stable anti-corruption 
outlook and active anti-corruption behavior. Fourthly, 
it indicates subjects of anti-corruption agitation – an 
indefinite circle of persons, which does not exclude 
the use of anti-corruption agitation means and 
target groups. Fifth, the use of any anti-corruption 
information methods, forms and means is allowed 
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to achieve the goals of anti-corruption agitation. 
Sixth, the use of the single legal definition of “anti-
corruption agitation” proposed by us allows us 
to eliminate the legislative contradictions in the 

implementation of regional and municipal legislative 
activities in the sphere of combating corruption and 
thereby improving its quality.
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